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File No. 16-387Existing Swaley Drain Outlet looking northwest



 Engineer since 1968

 Own firm since 1975

 1000+ projects pursuant to the Drainage Act and in all 
parts of Ontario

 Big Project – Holland Marsh (1997 to 2017)

 Last local project:  Barrie Hill Road Drain (Stonemanor)

 Now doing a Scoping assignment on Swaley Drain

KENN SMART’S BACKGROUND
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- Insert Map 1 (Enclosure 8 from Rafaella
package)

- Nottawasaga
- Old Muskrat
- Willow Creek
- Downey Drain
- Lots and Concessions
- Main owner names
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SWALEY DRAIN SETTING

Scale 1:30,000±

MAP 1



SOME DETAILS OF SWALEY DRAIN

 Original outlet – See Map 2
 500’ of work done at River in 1900 (see Map 2)
 Size of Swaley Drain (originally 3’ to 4’ deep, 3’ to 4’ 

bottom width, 10’ to 12’ top width)*
 Length – 20,000’ (7,500m)
 Watershed – 2,670 acres (1,080 ha)
 Fall 25’ from top end down to 11th Concession (its current 

outlet)but most of this is upstream of Highway 26
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*  But has widened as a result of flows and maintenance.



MAP 2
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SWALEY DRAIN OUTLET HISTORY

 Swaley first built in early 1900’s 

 Were 6 addenda/follow up reports at the time trying to address 
outlet)

 Culminated in some work done at river (as shown already)

 Correspondence exists in Twp files since original construction re 
problems with Swaley Drain outlet along the Muskrat route through  
the Minesing wetlands

 Government ditch done in 1930 (along route of Downey Drain)

 The Coleman (Cavana) ditch was dug parallel to Muskrat at same time

 In 1930, Engineer for Township tried unsuccessfully to use 
Government ditch for Swaley

 In 1945-1950 period, further attempts by Township to address outlet

 In 1961, the Government ditch was incorporated as the Downey Drain

 In 2013, Betts survey to look for outlet route to Downey
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UNIQUENESS OF SWALEY DRAIN

 There are only three municipal drains in the Township of 
Springwater that outlet to or through the Minesing wetlands.  
The Swaley is the only of these three that does not have an 
adequate and legal outlet.
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THE CURRENT PROBLEM

 Water levels in Swaley are continuously rising

 Farmers estimate levels are up to 600mm (24”) higher in 
recent years

 Tile drainage outlets are submerged

 Adjacent lands are wetter

 Approximately 400 acres downstream of Highway 26 to the 
Gilroy farm are impacted

THE SOLUTION

 Find a way to lower water levels in Swaley desirably by up to 
600mm so tile drainage can function and so adjacent lands 
are more easily worked but to minimize work in Minesing
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 We were initially requested to do Drainage Act work in 
early 2017

 But we suggested scoping work first
 We are near the end of our scoping assignment
 See next slide for work done
 We have to soon issue a recommendation to Township 

Council re their next steps

K. SMART’S STUDY BACKGROUND
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a) On-going meetings with Township

b) Met with NVCA and MNRF on a number of occasions

c) Met with landowners a number of times

d) Have reviewed existing studies, existing surveys, have 
completed drone surveys on two occasions and have done our 
own GPS surveys

e) Have field reviewed different areas of Muskrat and Swaley

f) Retained RiverStone (an environmental consulting firm from 
Bracebridge) to do Terms of Reference (TOR) for an 
environmental study (The TOR submitted and reviewed by 
NVCA and MNRF to date is based on studying a much greater 
corridor – extending from Swaley, to Coleman/Cavana ditch, to 
Downey Drain and along Downey Drain to outlet in river.)

g) The TOR has been agreed to by NVCA and MNRF staff

DESCRIPTION OF SCOPING WORK 
DONE THROUGHOUT 2017
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h) Have conducted what we hoped was a concluding scoping meeting with 
landowners on October 11, 2017

Primarily 2 options of work were presented - Option 1 being to join Swaley 
Drain to Coleman/Cavana ditch plus do work at Muskrat outlet and do 
repairs as needed on Downey, and Option 2 being work just at Swaley outlet 
and at Muskrat outlet as primarily proposed here.  Consensus at meeting 
was to proceed with Option 2.

i) On October 12, 2017 met with NVCA senior staff who suggested we talk 
further to two Ministries, and then ask to appear before the Board to 
determine level of support from the Authority re future engineering work on 
the Swaley Drain

j) Since meeting with NVCA staff, we have:
- made two further surveys – one at Swaley outlet and one at Muskrat outlet
- undertook more drone work
- talked to OMAFRA
- talked to MNRF

k) We now have what we feel could be the recommended work.

DESCRIPTION OF SCOPING WORK DONE 
THROUGHOUT 2017 - Continued
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We have looked at various possibilities including a new connection 
between the Swaley and the Coleman/Cavana ditch, but we have 
reduced our suggested construction work down to:

 Carrying Swaley 300m± further into wetlands at its existing 
outlet by going west into Lot 10, Concession 11 (where original 
route of Muskrat was).*  

 This should lower levels in the Swaley by 300mm.

 Improving Muskrat outlet by either going through the sediment 
levee into Nottawasaga 50m further north with some debris 
removal in the river including 500m± of channel work upstream 
of the river, or by going into the Downey and ensuring the 
Downey is cleaned of any debris and by doing 500m± of channel 
work upstream of the Downey.

* We have been unable to date to do a GPS survey further downstream in the 
Muskrat outlet to see if even more fall could be found.

WHAT COULD BE OUR SCOPING STUDY 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORK TO LOWER 

SWALEY LEVELS?
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 Possibility exists of lowering water levels in Muskrat near 
Nottawasaga by 200 to 300mm±.

 Hopefully in time, this would translate into a continuous but 
gradual lowering of Muskrat levels up to the Swaley by a similar 
amount.

 The two portions of new channel work (at Swaley outlet and at 
Muskrat outlet) could be 750mm deep, 2 to 3m wide

 Map 3 shows this.

 Site examinations would be necessary to confirm optimum 
routes, especially for either option at the Muskrat outlet to 
maximize usage of any old channel and to minimize woodlot 
disturbance.  Boat examination of River and of Downey in Lots 
5 & 6, Concessions 12 & 13 may be necessary.

WHAT COULD BE OUR SCOPING STUDY 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORK TO LOWER 

SWALEY LEVELS? (Cont’d)
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AERIAL TO SHOW WORK OPTIONS
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MAP 3



AERIAL TO SHOW ELEVATIONS
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MAP 4



a) After this appearance with NVCA, I determine if further work  
should be pursued.

b) If I feel it should, I issue a recommendation to the Township (in the 
next month±) to proceed pursuant to Drainage Act but in a defined 
fashion.  This would be the culmination of the Scoping Assignment. 

c) Township if they accept my recommendation would then appoint an 
Engineer to do a Preliminary Report pursuant to the Drainage Act 

d) The work to be done as part of Preliminary Report would be:

i) Have the Environmental Study by RiverStone completed (with 
approved and refined Terms of Reference geared to work being 
done).

ii) Update elevations and routings in areas where new excavation 
work could occur.

WHAT WOULD PROCESS BE IF THIS 
DESCRIBED CONSTRUCTION WORK 

WERE TO BE PROCEEDED WITH?
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iii) Do further on-site review of Downey Drain and the 
Nottawasaga for potential debris removal

iv) Make a decision between using the Downey or 
Nottawasaga for a better Muskrat outlet

v) Update watershed of Swaley Drain (and Downey Drain if 
necessary), to better allow estimate of cost sharing that 
would be recommended in a Final Report

e) If the environmental study by RiverStone is accepted and if 
NVCA and MNRF agree that final engineering can be 
undertaken, then the Preliminary Report would be issued to 
recommend such construction by means of a Final Report.

WHAT WOULD PROCESS BE IF THIS 
DESCRIBED CONSTRUCTION WORK WERE 

TO BE PROCEEDED WITH? (Cont’d)
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f) If the environmental study by RiverStone recommends, and/or if 
the Authorities request, that no new work within the Minesing
Wetlands be undertaken, then the Preliminary Report would be 
issued to recommend provision of allowances for insufficient 
outlet by means of a Final Report.

g) The Final Report would be submitted and processed through the 
Drainage Act with construction (desirably), or allowances payable 
(less desirably), possibly in late summer of 2019.

WHAT WOULD PROCESS BE IF THIS 
DESCRIBED CONSTRUCTION WORK WERE 

TO BE PROCEEDED WITH? (Cont’d)
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WHAT WOULD BE COST IMPLICATIONS IF 
CONSTRUCTION AS RECOMMENDED OCCURRED?

a) Studies
- RiverStone (estimate of a partially reduced study) $ 50,000
- Drainage Act (Prel. Report & Final Report) 60,000

b) Construction at Muskrat Outlet 25,000
- Either go into Downey & repair, OR
- Go into River & remove fallen tree blockages in a few areas
- Plus do 500m± of channel

c) Construction at Swaley Outlet (300m± of new channel) 7,500
d) Contingencies 2,500
e) Land Allowances Pursuant to Drainage Act 5,000
f) Administration and Inspection 30,000

TOTAL: $ 180,000 
Notes:
1. This estimate does not include any Township Drainage Superintendent program costs 

to do cleanout in Swaley up to or past George Johnston Road that could follow our 
work

2. If work at Swaley outlet only were done and if environmental and engineering study 
costs could be greatly reduced, and if landowners agreed to a lesser scope of work, 
costs could be reduced by over 50%.
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WHAT COULD COSTS BE TO NVCA 
WITH THE CONSTRUCTION WORK 

DESCRIBED?

 Earlier projections were that the downstream lands 
could be assessed 10% of the costs and this would 
be proportioned between NVCA and MNRF.

 Land allowances to downstream lands would 
somewhat reduce gross shares of cost
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 The Township and ourselves wish to hear that the two 
short portions of construction project as described can be 
supported in principal by NVCA as long as any 
environmental issues identified by the RiverStone study 
can be avoided and/or mitigated, and as long as all 
procedures of the Drainage Act are satisfactorily 
addressed.

 This would be similar to the Authority saying we won’t 
stand in the Township’s way if the environmental issues 
and Drainage Act issues are addressed.

WHAT DO WE WISH NOW FROM THE 
NVCA BOARD?
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 We wish to thank the NVCA Board for the opportunity to 
appear here today and to describe the work being 
considered.

 We do request comments from the Board regarding the 
work being considered.

SUMMARY
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